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According to the Washington Post (04/17/90), the arrest of Mexican gynecologist, Humberto
Alvarez Machain, charged with complicity in the 1985 kidnapping, torture and murder of US
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) agent Enrique Camarena, led to new accusations of US
violations of Mexican law. DEA sources told the Post that Alvarez was apprehended in Guadalajara
by Mexican anti-drug agents, and later flown to El Paso, where he was arrested by DEA agents on
April 3. Spokespersons for Mexico's federal judiciary police quoted by the Post said their agents did
not participate in the arrest.
Robert Steinberg, Alvarez Machain's lawyer, said the doctor was arrested for practicing "illegal
abortions" by persons wearing federal judicial police insignia. After Alvarez Machain was detained,
said the Post, the presumed Mexican policemen were accompanied by a DEA agent during a trip to
another Mexican city where the doctor was forced to board a plane to El Paso. Alvarez Machain is
one of the 19 persons indicted Jan. 31 by a federal grand jury in Los Angeles, on charges of planning
the abduction, torture and assassination of Camarena in February 1985. The physician allegedly
administered injections to Camarena to prevent his heart from failing during interrogation and
torture by Mexican drug traffickers.
An unidentified source quoted by the Post said the arrest of Alvarez was planned by DEA agent
Hector Berellez, who heads a task force responsible for pursuing defendants in the Camarena
case. The Los Angeles Times reported that Alvarez was kidnapped in an unauthorized operation
arranged by officials of the DEA office in Los Angeles. Citing unidentified Mexican sources close to
the case, the Times said a bounty of up to $50,000 was reportedly offered to the four kidnappers and
two pilots who took Alvarez from Guadalajara, Mexico, to El Paso, Texas, where he was arrested on
April 3.
The Times quoted the Mexican sources as saying US officials told them the kidnapping was carried
out without approval from Washington. In a statement on the evening of April 17, the Mexican
Foreign Ministry said that Mexican diplomats in Washington would ask the State Department
"about the location and conditions" under which Alvarez was apprehended. The statement said
Mexico was concerned about reports alleging he "could have been arrested illegally in Mexico with
the participation of US authorities." For two weeks, Mexican politicians and newspaper columnists
had called attention to what was described as a violation of Mexican sovereignty.
On April 17, the Mexican Congress asked for an investigation, and in Washington, US Attorney
General Richard Thornburgh told reporters that he had asked for a full report on the incident. AFP
(04/18/90) reported that US law enforcement officials say the Mexican government failed to respond
to their requests to extradite several defendants in the Camarena case. Mexican officials say the
US had never requested the extradition of Alvarez or anyone else indicted in the case. According
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to AFP, the Mexican government requested an explanation from Washington regarding the use of
bounty hunters. AFP said DEA spokesperson in Washington Frank Shults would not comment on
how Alvarez arrived in the US but said the arrest had violated no laws.
Notimex reported on April 20 that US Secretary of State James Baker was reportedly "furious" over
the circumstances surrounding the arrest of Alvarez Machain, and ordered an investigation. On the
same day, the Justice Department said Thornburgh had assured his Mexican counterpart, Enrique
Alvarez del Castillo, that he requested an "immediate and complete" investigation of the case by
the DEA. On April 21, Justice Department officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, told the
New York Times that DEA employees did not enter Mexico and participate in the apprehension of
Alvarez Machain. They refused to say whether US officials played an indirect role in planning the
abduction of the suspect in Guadalajara.
In a statement late April 20 about the case, Thornburgh said, "It has been confirmed that no DEA
personnel were present when he was taken into custody in Mexico or when he was boarded onto
an aircraft...In addition, no DEA personnel were aboard the aircraft that brought Dr. Alvarez to the
United States." Officials at the DEA and elsewhere within the Justice Department have refused to
say whether any reward has been paid as a result of the arrest of Alvarez. (Basic data from Notimex,
04/17/90, 04/20/90; AFP, AP, 04/18/90; New York Times, 04/22/90)
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